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When you want someone found, you call bounty hunter Jake Halligan. He’s smart, tough, and best of all, careful on the job. But
none of those skills seem to help him when a shadowy group starts taking his life apart piece by piece. First Jake comes home to
find a dead body in his gun safe. He thinks it’s a warning—and when you drag people back to jail for a living, the list of people who
want to send that kind of message is very long indeed. With backup from his sister Frankie, an arms dealer and dapper criminal,
Jake plunges into the Idaho underworld, confronting everyone from brutal Aryan assassins to cops who want his whole family in
jail. But as Jake soon discovers, those threats are small-time compared to the group that’s really after him. And nothing—not
bounty hunting, not even all his years in Iraq—can prepare him for what’s coming next. Jake’s about to become a player in the
most dangerous game ever invented… Boise Longpig Hunting Club is a wild ride into the dark heart of the American dream, where
even the most brutal desires can be fulfilled for a price, and nobody is safe from the rich and powerful. Praise for BOISE LONGPIG
HUNTING CLUB: “Nick Kolakowski spins a ripping pulp yarn of smart-ass bounty hunters and bad-ass crime queenpins caught in
the Jean-Claude Van God-Damnedest take on The Most Dangerous Game since Hard Target, but with no bad accents.” —Thomas
Pluck, author of Bad Boy Boogie and Blade of Dishonor “Bounty hunters, a Monkey Man and Zombie Bill, explosions, sharp
violence and even laughs. Kolakowski brings the goods with this one!” —Dave White, Shamus Award-nominated author of the
Jackson Donne series “A bounty hunter, his underworld criminal sister, and a dead body stuffed in a gun safe. What could
possibly go wrong? In Boise Longpig Hunting Club, Nick Kolakowski unleashes a sordid and delightfully twisted tale of double
crosses, revenge, and good ol’ redneck justice. Like the bastard child of Joe Lansdale and James Lee Burke, this one is well
worth the sleepless night you’ll spend captivated.” —Joe Clifford, author of the Jay Porter thriller series and The One That Got
Away
Lists review sources for silent films and films made before 1950 and includes an index of directors
Examines the work of Michael Mann, Hollywood director through a critical study of his film style and its relationship to genre, film
criticism, auteurism, and historical context. This book covers Mann's filmography, from his beginning in television to his film
adaptation of the television series "Miami Vice".
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County¹s
most affluent coastal communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial content, as well as compelling photographs and design.
Each issue features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and authoritative articles on
dining, fashion, home design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only paid subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures
guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into the county¹s luxe lifestyle.
Twelve years ago, Amores Perros erupted in the cinemas across the world and announced the arrival of Mexican film-makers. The
film-makers profiled in that book have now come of age and have made a decisive impact on the international cinema scene The
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last few years Mexican film-makers winning the Best Director Oscars 5 times, and Best Picture 4 times: Alfonso Cuaron with
Gravity and Roma. Alejandro Inarritu with Birdman and The Revenant Guillermo del Toro with The Shape of Water This revised
edition of The Faber Book of Mexican Cinema brings this astounding story up to date, as well as profiling the next generation,
waiting in the wings.
The top book in the field includes more than 1,000 new films. Entries, arranged alphabetically, provide information on running time,
date of release, cast and more. Illustrated.
Jennifer A. Nielsen, author of the NYT and USA TODAY bestselling Ascendance Trilogy, has woven an electrifying tale of greed
and power, magic and destiny, and one boy's courage at the heart of it all. When Nic, a slave in the mines outside of Rome, is
forced to enter a sealed cavern containing the lost treasures of Julius Caesar, he finds much more than gold and gemstones: He
discovers an ancient bulla, an amulet that belonged to the great Caesar and is filled with a magic once reserved for the Gods -magic some Romans would kill for. Now, with the deadly power of the bulla pulsing through his veins, Nic is determined to become
free. But instead, he finds himself at the center of a ruthless conspiracy to overthrow the emperor and spark the Praetor War, a
battle to destroy Rome from within. Traitors and spies lurk at every turn, each more desperate than the next to use Nic's newfound
powers for their own dark purposes. In a quest to stop the rebellion, save Rome, and secure his own freedom, Nic must harness
the magic within himself and defeat the empire's most powerful and savage leaders.
The world was stunned when eighty-year old Cornelius Gurlitt became an international media superstar in November 2013 on the
discovery of over 1,400 artworks in his 1,076 square-foot Munich apartment, valued at around $1.35 billion. Gurlitt became known
as a man who never was - he didn't have a bank account, never paid tax, never received social security. He simply did not exist.
He had been hard-wired into a life of shadows and secrecy by his own father long before he had inherited his art collection built on
the spoliation of museums and Jews during Hitler's Third Reich. The ensuing media frenzy unleashed international calls for
restitution, unsettled international relations, and rocked the art world. Susan Ronald reveals in this stranger-than-fiction-tale how
Hildebrand Gurlitt succeeded in looting in the name of the Third Reich, duping the Monuments Men and the Nazis alike. As an
"official dealer" for Hitler and Goebbels, Hildebrand Gurlitt became one of the Third Reich's most prolific art looters. Yet he stole
from Hitler too, allegedly to save modern art. Hitler's Art Thief is the untold story of Hildebrand Gurlitt, who stole more than art-he
stole lives, too.
A collection of essays exploring the philosophical themes and aesthetic vision behind blockbuster film including The Insider, Public
Enemies,and more. Known for his finely crafted crime thrillers, American filmmaker Michael Mann has long been regarded as a
talented triple threat capable of moving effortlessly between television and feature films as a writer, director, and executive
producer. His unique visual sense and thematic approach are evident in the Emmy Award-winning The Jericho Mile, the cult
favorite The Keep, the American epic The Last of the Mohicans, and the Academy Award-nominated The Insider, as well as more
recent works such as Ali, Miami Vice, and Public Enemies. The Philosophy of Michael Mann provides a comprehensive account of
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the work of this highly accomplished filmmaker, exploring the director's recognizable visual style and the various on-screen and
philosophical elements he has tested in his thirty-five-year career. The essays in this wide-ranging book will appeal to fans of the
revolutionary filmmaker and to philosophical scholars interested in the themes and conflicts that drive his movies.
This reader is the first to bring together a selection of Mann's own interviews where he reflects on his film and television
productions. The sixteen interviews provide historical context, interpretation and evaluation of the auteur's work. They encompass
his entire career as a feature filmmaker and television producer/director as he and others reflect on his themes, working methods,
artistic development and career achievements. The book aims to open up Mann's body of work, making it available for comparison
with the work of his contemporaries, and to provide fresh insights into his film and television work. A substantive introductory
essay, chronology and filmography provide additional bases for understanding the interviews, essays and work of this major
filmmaker.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning
business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they
can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter &
Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of
human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly,
losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing
this new science, we can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp,
provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an
exception. Charles Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial
Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll
never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A
Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The
New York Times Book Review
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks meets Get Out in this landmark investigation of racial inequality at the core of the heart
transplant race. In 1968, Bruce Tucker, a black man, went into Virginia’s top research hospital with a head injury, only to have his
heart taken out of his body and put into the chest of a white businessman. Now, in The Organ Thieves, Pulitzer Prize–nominated
journalist Chip Jones exposes the horrifying inequality surrounding Tucker’s death and how he was used as a human guinea pig
without his family’s permission or knowledge. The circumstances surrounding his death reflect the long legacy of mistreating
African Americans that began more than a century before with cadaver harvesting and worse. It culminated in efforts to win the
heart transplant race in the late 1960s. Featuring years of research and fresh reporting, The Organ Thieves is a story that
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resonates now more than ever, when issues of race and healthcare are the stuff of headlines and horror stories.
The award-winning climate scientist Michael E. Mann and the Pulitzer Prize–winning political cartoonist Tom Toles have been on the front
lines of the fight against climate denialism for most of their careers. They have witnessed the manipulation of the media by business and
political interests and the unconscionable play to partisanship on issues that affect the well-being of billions. The lessons they have learned
have been invaluable, inspiring this brilliant, colorful escape hatch from the madhouse of the climate wars. The Madhouse Effect portrays the
intellectual pretzels into which denialists must twist logic to explain away the clear evidence that human activity has changed Earth's climate.
Toles's cartoons collapse counter-scientific strategies into their biased components, helping readers see how to best strike at these fallacies.
Mann's expert skills at science communication aim to restore sanity to a debate that continues to rage against widely acknowledged scientific
consensus. The synergy of these two climate science crusaders enlivens the gloom and doom of so many climate-themed books—and may
even convert die-hard doubters to the side of sound science.
Martin Arkenhout found his true calling on a lonely Florida highway -- with a sharp rock to the skull of an injured friend. He didn't just take the
boy's life; he went on to live it. When that life became too risky, he found another, and another, changing his name, papers and style at will,
until he chose the wrong life -- a scholarly thief on the run from the determined and troubled John Costa. The two men will meet, and there
will be murder. But there is something much worse: the sweet seduction of taking another's life to be your own. Chillingly suspenseful,
brilliantly executed and truly disturbing, Taking Lives is an entertainment to make you think and shiver.
Ook aanwezig: 4th ed. - London : Paladin [etc.], 1985. - XXX, 1585 p. - ISBN 0-586-08515-7. Ook aanwezig: 8th ed. - London : HarperCollins,
1991. - XI,1234 p. - ISBN 0-246-13768-1 Ook aanwezig: 11th ed. - London : HarperCollins, 1995. - 1297 p. - ISBN 0-00-638460-9 Ook
aanwezig: Film & video guide 2001. - 16th ed. - London : HarperCollins, 2000. - 935 p. - ISBN 0-00-653219-5 Met cred., ind. o.a. op thema.
In the past two decades, several U.S. states have explored ways to mainstream media literacy in school curriculum. However one of the best
and most accessible places to learn this necessary skill has not been the traditional classroom but rather the library. In an increasing number
of school, public, and academic libraries, shared media experiences such as film screening, learning to computer animate, and video editing
promote community and a sense of civic engagement. The Library Screen Scene reveals five core practices used by librarians who work with
film and media: viewing, creating, learning, collecting, and connecting. With examples from more than 170 libraries throughout the United
States, the book shows how film and media literacy education programs, library services, and media collections teach patrons to critically
analyze moving image media, uniting generations, cultures, and communities in the process.
With a foreword by four-time Oscar nominated filmmaker Michael Mann. The story of Paul LeRoux, the twisted-genius entrepreneur and coldblooded killer who brought revolutionary innovation to international crime, and the exclusive inside story of how the DEA’s elite, secretive 960
Group brought him down. Paul LeRoux was born in Zimbabwe and raised in South Africa. After a first career as a pioneering cybersecurity
entrepreneur, he plunged hellbent into the dark side, using his extraordinary talents to develop a disruptive new business model for
transnational organized crime. Along the way he created a mercenary force of ex-U.S. and NATO sharpshooters to carry out contract
murders for his own pleasure and profit. The criminal empire he built was Cartel 4.0, utilizing the gig economy and the tools of the Digital Age:
encrypted mobile devices, cloud sharing and novel money-laundering techniques. LeRoux’s businesses, cyber-linked by his own dark
worldwide web, stretched from Southeast Asia across the Middle East and Africa to Brazil; they generated hundreds of millions of dollars in
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sales of arms, drugs, chemicals, bombs, missile technology and murder. He dealt with rogue nations—Iran and North Korea—as well as the
Chinese Triads, Somali pirates, Serb mafia, outlaw bikers, militants, corrupt African and Asian officials and coup-plotters. Initially, LeRoux
appeared as a ghost image on law enforcement and intelligence radar, an inexplicable presence in the middle of a variety of criminal
endeavors. He was Netflix to Blockbuster, Spotify to Tower Records. A bold disruptor, his methods brought international crime into the age of
innovation, making his operations barely detectable and LeRoux nearly invisible. But he gained the attention of a small band of bold,
unorthodox DEA agents, whose brief was tracking down drugs-and-arms trafficking kingpins who contributed to war and global instability. The
960 Group, an element of the DEA’s Special Operations Division, had launched some of the most complex, coordinated and dangerous
operations in the agency’s history. They used unorthodox methods and undercover informants to penetrate LeRoux’s inner circle and bring
him down. For five years Elaine Shannon immersed herself in LeRoux’s shadowy world. She gained exclusive access to the agents and
players, including undercover operatives who looked LeRoux in the eye on a daily basis. Shannon takes us on a shocking tour of this dark
frontier, going deep into the operations and the mind of a singularly visionary and frightening figure—Escobar and Victor Bout along with the
innovative vision of Steve Jobs rolled into one. She puts you in the room with these people and their moment-to-moment encounters,
jeopardy, frustration, anger and small victories, creating a narrative with a breath-taking edge, immediacy and a stranger-than-fiction reality.
Remarkable, disturbing, and utterly engrossing, Hunting LeRoux introduces a new breed of criminal spawned by the savage, greed-exalting
underside of the Age of Innovation—and a new kind of true crime story. It is a look into the future—a future that is dark.
An ex-mercenary and an embattled journalist find themselves unlikely allies against a corrupt defense contractor in this "noir for modern
times" (Ace Atkins). Ray Devlin is retired, living a simple life off the grid in Florida, when a visit from an old colleague stirs some bad
memories--and ends with a gunshot. Soon Devlin is forced to again face a past he'd hoped to leave behind, as a member of a mercenary
force that helped put a brutal South American dictator into power. Tracy Quinn is an investigative reporter at a struggling Philadelphia
newspaper decimated by layoffs and cutbacks. Then one day what appears to be a straightforward homicide--a body left in an abandoned
rowhouse--draws her and Devlin together, and ultimately enmeshes both in a conspiracy that stretches over twenty years and reaches to the
highest levels of the U.S. government. Before long, they're both the targets of a ruthless assassin haunted by his own wartime experiences.
For Devlin, it could all mean a last shot at redemption. For Tracy, the biggest story of her career might just cost her life.
This practical coursebook introduces all the basics of semantics in a simple, step-by-step fashion. Each unit includes short sections of
explanation with examples, followed by stimulating practice exercises to complete in the book. Feedback and comment sections follow each
exercise to enable students to monitor their progress. No previous background in semantics is assumed, as students begin by discovering the
value and fascination of the subject and then move through all key topics in the field, including sense and reference, simple logic, word
meaning and interpersonal meaning. New study guides and exercises have been added to the end of each unit to help reinforce and test
learning. A completely new unit on non-literal language and metaphor, plus updates throughout the text significantly expand the scope of the
original edition to bring it up-to-date with modern teaching of semantics for introductory courses in linguistics as well as intermediate students.
“More fun to read than the movie was to watch... a scene-stealing book.” — The Washington Post An Entertainment Weekly "Must List"
selection Caddyshack is one of the most beloved comedies of all time, a classic snobs vs. slobs story of working class kids and the white
collar buffoons that make them haul their golf bags in the hot summer sun. It has sex, drugs and one very memorable candy bar, but the
movie we all know and love didn’t start out that way, and everyone who made it certainly didn’t have the word “classic” in mind as the
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cameras were rolling. In Caddyshack:The Making of a Hollywood Cinderella Story film critic for Entertainment Weekly Chris Nashawaty goes
behind the scenes of the iconic film, chronicling the rise of comedy’s greatest deranged minds as they form The National Lampoon, turn the
entertainment industry on its head, and ultimately blow up both a golf course and popular culture as we know it. Caddyshack is at once an
eye-opening narrative about one of the most interesting, surreal, and dramatic film productions there’s ever been, and a rich portrait of the
biggest, and most revolutionary names in Hollywood. So, it’s got that going for it...which is nice.
Michael Mann first made his mark as a writer for such television programs as Starsky and Hutch, Police Story, and Vegas. In 1981 he made
his feature film directing debut with the James Caan thriller Thief, and in the 1980s he served as a writer and executive producer for the
groundbreaking programs Miami Vice and Crime Story. Though he has delved into other genres, Mann’s career as a writer, producer, and
director has consistently focused on criminal activity, from small-time hoods and professional thieves to corporate manipulators and serial
killers. In Michael Mann: Crime Auteur, Steven Rybin looks at the television programs and films that Mann has stamped with his personal
signature. This book closely examines the themes and techniques used in films such as Manhunter, Heat, The Insider, and Collateral and
connects these elements to his work on the non-genre films The Last of the Mohicans and Ali. A revised and significantly expanded edition of
The Cinema of Michael Mann (2007), this book includes new chapters on Public Enemies and the big screen version of Miami Vice, as well
as Mann’s work on the shows Crime Story and Luck. Covering Mann’s entire career, this book will be of interest to fans of the
writer/director’s body of work as well as to scholars of both film and television.
A literary crime masterpiece that follows a Japanese pickpocket lost to the machinations of fate. Bleak and oozing existential dread, The Thief
is simply unforgettable. The Thief is a seasoned pickpocket. Anonymous in his tailored suit, he weaves in and out of Tokyo crowds, stealing
wallets from strangers so smoothly sometimes he doesn’t even remember the snatch. Most people are just a blur to him, nameless faces
from whom he chooses his victims. He has no family, no friends, no connections.... But he does have a past, which finally catches up with
him when Ishikawa, his first partner, reappears in his life, and offers him a job he can’t refuse. It’s an easy job: tie up an old rich man, steal
the contents of the safe. No one gets hurt. Only the day after the job does he learn that the old man was a prominent politician, and that he
was brutally killed after the robbery. And now the Thief is caught in a tangle even he might not be able to escape.
Known for restoring vitality and superior craftsmanship to the crime thriller, American filmmaker Michael Mann has long been regarded as a
talented triple threat capable of moving effortlessly between television and feature films as a writer, director, and executive producer. His
unique visual sense and thematic approach are evident in the Emmy Award-winning The Jericho Mile (1979), the cult favorite The Keep
(1983), the American epic The Last of the Mohicans (1992), and the Academy Award-nominated The Insider (1999) as well as his most
recent works -- Ali (2001), Miami Vice (2006), and Public Enemies (2009). The Philosophy of Michael Mann provides an up-to-date and
comprehensive account of the work of this highly accomplished filmmaker, exploring the director's recognizable visual style and the various
on-screen and philosophical elements he has tested in his thirty-five-year career. The essays in this wide-ranging book will appeal to fans of
the revolutionary filmmaker and to philosophical scholars interested in the themes and conflicts that drive his movies.
Michael Mann's films receive a detailed analysis as existential dramas, including Heat, Collateral , The Last of the Mohicans and Public
Enemies. The book demonstrates that Mann's films perform critical engagement with existentialism, illustrating the problems and
opportunities of living according to this philosophy.
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A motion picture chronicling the last adventures of bank robber John Dillinger (Johnny Depp), Public Enemies was met
with much bafflement upon its 2009 release. Director Michael Mann’s terse storytelling and unorthodox use of highdefinition digital cameras challenged viewers’ familiarity with Hollywood’s historical gangland elegance while highlighting
Public Enemies’ own place in a medium—and culture—undergoing sweeping technological change. In Off the Map, Niles
Schwartz immerses us in Mann’s representation of Dillinger, a subject increasingly aware of his own role as a
romanticized frontier folk hero, in flight from an enveloping bureaucratic system. The cultural issues of Dillinger’s 1930s
anticipate the 21st century watershed moment for the moving image, as our relationship with the pictures surrounding us
increasingly affects our own sense of identity, historical truth, and means of relating to each other. Mann’s follow-up, the
hacker thriller Blackhat (2015), reflects a world where Public Enemies’ abstract surveillance state has since colonized
the firmament of our everyday lives. Yet in this virtual labyrinth of surplus images, cinema may inwardly illuminate a
transformative path for us. Off the Map places Mann’s late works in deep focus, exploring our present relationship to
cinema on a backdrop that swings from the blockbuster spectacle of Avatar to the curious intimacy of Moonrise Kingdom,
ultimately suggesting the mysterious space between the viewer and the screen may yet become a sanctuary of deep
spiritual reflection.
A study of Heat, Michael Mann's operatic 1995 heist thriller, confirming Mann's place in the front rank of American filmmakers.
When a young widow witnesses a fatal car accident outside a Jersey Shore motel, she's suddenly thrust into a nightmare
of gang violence, guns, and money that she can't outrun in this action-packed novel by "one of the best writers in crime
fiction" (Alison Gaylin).? Joette Harper's life brings new meaning to the phrase "paycheck to paycheck." Struggling to
afford her mother's sky-high medical bills and also keep the lights on in her trailer home, Joette needs a break. So, when
she spies a bag full of money amongst the wreckage of a fiery car accident, she knows she can't just let it be. Inside is a
bounty better than she could have dreamed—just shy of $300,000 in neatly stacked hundreds and fifties. Enough to pay
off her debts, give her mother the care she deserves, and maybe even help out a few of her friends. But, of course, the
missing briefcase didn't go unnoticed by its original owner, Travis Clay—a ruthless dealer who'll stop at nothing to get
back what's his. Joette is way out of her depth, but can't seem to stop herself from participating in this cat-and-mouse
chase. But can she beat Travis at his own game?
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